Trans activists hate these two powerful women
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Today, Reader, I bring you a tale of two young women—one Canadian, one American. Both are as smart as the proverbial
whips and, more important, heroically resistant to extraordinary pressure by trans activists to disappear them from
public life.Their common “crime” is insisting on the right of women to be acknowledged as a unique phylum in the human
biological kingdom, with lesbians as a unique class therein, i.e. female homosexuals, biological women who love
biological women.It amazes me as I write these words that this is a right that needs defending, but such is the pace of
women-erasure in the trans activist movement, that what was a commonplace assumption even five years ago is now
being treated as a form of hate speech amongst cultural and political elites (and those in media and institutional life who
pander to them).My Canadian subject is outspoken Vancouver feminist blogger Meghan Murphy. In October, to regain
access to her Twitter account, Murphy was forced to delete tweets, such as “Women aren’t men,” and “What is the
difference between a man and a transwoman?” (An estimated 80% of individuals identifying as transwomen retain male
genitalia.) googletag.cmd.push(function() { googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-1549657078866-0'); });Murphy is
continually bullied by trans activists, who for example attempted to sabotage a talk she was slated to give at the
Vancouver Public Library in January. They failed, and her presentation was enthusiastically received by a full house.
Rational people respond favourably to her message. Small wonder her adversaries are so desperate to see her
disappeared from social media.Murphy has launched a lawsuit against Twitter, which permanently banned her because
she “misgendered” a trans activist male-to-female provocateur, who has identified on social media as both male and
female. The transwoman’s outlandish aggression against waxologists who refused to wax “her” genitals gained notoriety
and intervention in a resulting Human Rights Tribunal case by the Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms (on whose
board I sit), which prompted the mischief-maker to withdraw his complaint.The lawsuit is an important test of Twitter’s
relationship with freedom of speech. As a writer, Murphy told an interviewer, she is dependent on Twitter as a “public
square…where conversation happens. I can’t share my work now.” Many critics have pointed out that there is no
consistency in Twitter’s standards for what is or is not offensive. The social-media giant’s extraordinary sensitivity to the
demands of trans activists is at painful variance with, say, their indifference to, or dilatory response to actual hate
speech. Twitter did not, for one instance of many, take any action against Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan for his
use on Twitter of the word “termites” as applied to Jews.Murphy’s lawsuit alleges
that Twitter “covertly
made sweeping changes to its Hateful Conduct Policy sometime in late October
2018, banning, for the first time ‘misgendering or deadnaming of transgender
individuals.’ This new policy banned expression of a political belief and
perspective held by a majority (54 per cent, according to a 2017 Pew Research
poll) of the American public: that whether someone is a man or a woman is
determined by the sex they were assigned at birth … (Twitter) retroactively
enforced its new policy against the plaintiff in this case, Meghan Murphy.” googletag.cmd.push(function() {
googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-1549651502858-0'); });Of the swift action
taken against her, Murphy stated: “The whole situation destroys women’s rights.
I don’t even see how we can uphold women’s rights if there is no cohesive
definition for women.” Her concerns include the right of girls and women to
their own safe spaces—multi-stall bathrooms, locker rooms, shelters and prisons—and the right to a level playing
field in sports. Although I am sure there is much that Murphy
and I, a frequent critic of feminism’s negative effects on our culture, would
disagree on, we are as Thelma and Louise on the escalating public
marginalization of women, especially lesbians, by the trans movement.So far, here in North
America, threats of being dragged before
human rights tribunals have not morphed into actual arrest and imprisonment as we have seen happen in England, but
close
observers of what looks to me like a mass hysteria will not be surprised if
that happens here one of these Kafkaesque days.(Full disclosure: I was banned from Twitter for 24 hours for impulsively
using the word “bodysnatched” in a tweet—a provocative and charged word, to be sure. The context was my perception of
the trans movement’s active recruitment of gender non-conforming children, particularly effeminate boys, who are likely

to evolve as gay, and who are instead gently herded toward a dysphoria-suggestive chute leading to Transland, courtesy
of the Gender Unicorn and controversial education programs like SOGI123. I am also on record as deeply concerned
about adolescent girls with suspiciously rapid onset gender dysphoria [ROGD], to which troubled lesbian girls are
disproportionately susceptible.)As a rather amusing aside, in its account of her suit, the National Post referred to
Murphy as “associated with the right-wing intellectual Dark web movement through the publication Quillette.” Quillette
does not consider itself to be right-wing, but rather a non-partisan proponent of freedom of speech, and a resource for
readers seeking evidence-based rational discourse on charged issues, such as trans ideology and the hostility of its
proponents to dissent, as well as the trans movement’s worrying relationship with homosexuality.

